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Introduction At Ziik, we have been developing 

and delivering a communication and 

information sharing platform for 

small and large businesses for years. 

Designed to make it easier for em-

ployers and employees to connect, 

communicate and share important 

information with each other, our 

main concern was making sure the 

system worked, that it was easy and 

intuitive to use, and that it did what 

we promised our customers it would 

do. But increasingly, our customers 

were also mentioning employee en-

gagement and happiness when we 

had follow-up talks with them. So, 

we decided to look into these sub-

jects, and that’s how we found Lars 

Kure Juul. Lars is an international 

management expert and coach, and 

author of the international best-

seller ‘Organizational Happiness’.
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Lars has spent years studying how managers 

and leaders can create workplaces and work 

cultures that make employees happier. He has 

made the academic case for organizational 

happiness and actively works with large com-

panies around the world, creating corporate 

programmes and training leaders to integrate 

and deliver organizational happiness. And de-

mand for his expertise is increasing. Because 

it turns out there is a strong business case for 

happiness. Happier organizations have more 

engaged employees, they perform better, sell 

more and make more money. Simply because 

their employees are happier, more engaged 

and care more about the business and their 

customers. Companies focusing on organiza-

tional happiness also contribute to happier 

societies, as happy employees suffer less from 

stress and depression. In short, organizational 

happiness is a win-win-win situation, accord-

ing to Lars Kure Juul.

In the following chapters, we will share in-

sights and tips on how to engage and make 

your remote workforce happier from Lars 

Kure Juul and from Martin Simonsen, Chief 

Commercial Officer at Ziik.

Insights &
Expertise
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Lars is an experienced international Trusted Advisor, HR Executive 

and HR professional, and the author of the 2019 book ‘Organization-

al Happiness’ which became a #1 International Bestseller on Amazon. 

Lars has more than 20 years of solid international organizational and 

HR experience.

Martin has ten years of experience in onboarding and getting companies, 

from Enterprise to SMEs, to engage and succeed with new software. Pri-

or to joining Ziik, Martin was Managing Director for Vendigo Denmark 

and before that, Vice President of Groupon Nordic.

Lars Kure Juul

Martin Simonsen

Trusted Advisor, HR Executive & Author

Co-founder of Ziik

Connect with Lars

Connect with Martin

http://linkedin.com/in/larsjuul
https://www.linkedin.com/in/martin-simonsen-144b713a/
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Chapter 1:

Remote Workers And 
The New Normal
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WHO ARE THE REMOTE WORKERS?

Who are we talking about when we talk about remote workers? Tradi-

tionally, remote workers are blue collar workers like truck drivers, on 

the move all over the country or continent. Or construction workers, 

moving from site to site. Basically, any type of work that doesn’t take 

place in an office or at a permanent facility is done by remote workers. 

People employed in the service industry, like franchise restaurants and 

shops can also be classified as remote workers. They don’t go to a cen-

tral office, and often work shifts, so they don’t spend much time togeth-

er with their colleagues or managers at their place of work. What they 

have in common is that getting information to them can be hard and fos-

tering team spirit is a challenge. 

THE OFFICE GOES ANYWHERE

Meanwhile, office workers used to meet every morning at nine, work 

together all day under the watchful eyes of their managers and bosses, 

and go home at five in the afternoon. They’d have team-building exercis-

es and facetime with their leaders. But the introduction of the internet, 

laptops and mobile phones gave rise to a new concept: Work from home, 

or WFH. Depending on industries, this idea could be more or less ac-

cepted by management.

But because of the COVID-19 pandemic, everyone was suddenly work-

ing from home. And even as things began to normalize, a lot of office 

workers and managers had come to realize that working from home has 

a lot of benefits, and many wanted to continue working that way.

In short, we are all potentially remote workers in what has become known 

as the new normal in the workplace. And the question of how to engage 

a remote workforce and make your employees happier has become even 

more important.

Chapter 1:

Remote Workers And The New Normal
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Chapter 2:

Happiness
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HAPPINESS IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS

Why is it important to feel happy at work? Why should you as a manager 

feel that the happiness of your employees is your concern? Simply put, 

it’s good for business. Over the last ten years, happiness has been the 

subject of a lot of research, and it all points in the same direction: Hap-

py employees are more engaged and produce better results. In his book, 

‘Organizational Happiness’,  Lars Kure Juul lists the reported effects of 

happiness he has come across. They include:

Chapter 2:

Happiness

In chapter 6, we’ll show you an example of how to calculate your own 

ROI for increased happiness in your company.

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF HAPPINESS 

But how do we make our employees feel happy? What are the basic fac-

tors for employee happiness? According to Lars Kure Juul, you can break 

it down into three factors:

1. A sense of purpose  — your company’s ‘why’, and how your employees 

feel included in your mission

2. Strengths-based leadership  – focusing on what your employees are 

good at – the superpowers of your employees and of your team – and 

helping them do more of that

3. Compassion  – letting your employees feel that you and your company 

care about them, and want to help them succeed

Higher employee engagement

Increased performance and   

productivity 

Higher customer satisfaction   

and loyalty 

Lower employee turnover 

Higher employee retention 

Increased profit

Happier and healthier

employees and societies
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Chapter 3:

Purpose And Being 
Included
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WHAT IS A PURPOSE?

Defining your company’s purpose is a process worthy of a book in itself,

but here is the very short version: Your company’s purpose is its big rea-

son for being – and it isn’t just ‘to make money’. Your purpose is the differ-

ence you make to your customers or the world at large through the prod-

ucts or services you provide. Your purpose has to speak to the heart and 

motivate you and your employees to make an effort. The right purpose 

makes going to work feel like being on an important mission and it makes 

your employees proud to be part of your company and makes it important 

for them to feel included.

THE FIRST STEP TO INCLUSION 

Employees want to feel included. That is why acquiring an intranet solu-

tion is a first important step to showing that you care and want everyone 

to be included. Martin Simonsen from Ziik; “Whenever we onboard a new 

company, we can see that the employees consider Ziik an asset by the fact 

that 85% of all of our users download and use the app on their private mo-

bile phones. This isn’t something that management forces upon them, it’s 

something they’ve been wanting; To connect and to be part of the compa-

ny’s social sphere as well as the work-related things.”

Chapter 3:

Purpose And Being Included

SHARING YOUR PURPOSE 

Once you have a way of reaching every 

employee, communicating your pur-

pose doesn’t have to be rocket science. 

If the company’s purpose is described in 

e.g. the employee manual, sharing that 

manual through Ziik makes it readily 

available for all employees. But if not, 

it can simply be a question of sharing 

”Find real life stories 
to share, not just sales 
numbers, and encourage 
your employees to share 
theirs, too.”
Lars Kure Juul
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everyday success stories with each other. Lars Kure Juul explains: “Find 

real life stories to share, not just sales numbers, and encourage your em-

ployees to share theirs, too. It’s a good way to show or remind employ-

ees that what we do actually has an impact for real people.”

Chapter 3:

Purpose And Being Included

Martin Simonsen adds: “Ziik can’t 

create culture. But we can deliv-

er the framework and make it very 

easy to reach your employees and 

help cultivate any existing culture. 

We encourage our clients to use the 

social aspects of Ziik to share soft 

purpose stories in text and images. 

Video has also become very popular. 

As a manager, you can address every 

employee in one place in a matter of 

minutes. It’s not complicated and it 

has an immediate, direct effect.”

 

“Ziik can’t create cul-
ture. But we can deliver 
the framework and make 
it very easy to reach 
your employees and help 
cultivate any existing 
culture.”
Martin Simonsen

Lars Kure Juul sums up: “The ability to communicate a purpose and a 

‘why’ that is about more than making money is increasingly important 

to management. Because we lose touch with each other when we never 

meet. Telling stories about what we do, and the impact we have, when 

we perform to our best, is a good place to start.”
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Chapter 4:

Strenghts Based 
Leadership
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FOCUS ON STRENGTHS

To explain what strengths-based leadership is, let’s start by letting Lars 

Kure Juul explain what it isn’t: “We’ve all been raised with the annu-

al employee appraisal. It basically always ends up being a conversation 

about what the employee is bad at doing. Now, that’s a losing strategy!” 

he says. The winning strategy is to focus on employee strengths and su-

perpowers. The things we do really well.  And then to find out how to cre-

ate more situations where people can put their superpowers into play 

for the good of the company – and for their own satisfaction. For the 

remote worker, it also becomes a question of having the right tools and 

information available to do a good job.

Chapter 4:

Strenghts Based Leadership

MAKE IT EASIER TO SHINE 

Martin Simonsen from Ziik explains: 

“When you set up your intranet the 

right way, it becomes an asset for the 

employees. It is not just another sys-

tem. It is the system. Because it cre-

ates the right conditions for shining 

at work. One example is the 7-Eleven 

chain in Denmark. They’ve created 

‘7-Eleven Universe’ using Ziik, which 

gathers everything you’ll ever need 

to know to work a shift or run your 

“When you set up your 
intranet the right way, it 
becomes an asset for the 
employees. It is not just 
another system. It is the 
system.”
Martin Simonsen

own franchise store. On top of that, you have the social aspect of Ziik, 

that makes it very easy for managers to communicate with employees 

and teams, and to let them know when they’ve done a good job – either 

one to one or shared with other employees – even if you rarely meet face 

to face.”
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Lars Kure Juul adds: “The feeling of having done a good job – of having 

been in a situation where you used your superpowers to achieve a great 

result for your organisation and its purpose – is one of the most basic el-

ements of employee happiness. If you can give your employees the tools 

and information they need to do a good job, also when working from 

home, you’ve come a long way.”

CHECK IN 

Establishing a way for employees to get in touch, offer feedback and 

raise issues is also important. But it is even more important to check in 

often to make sure your employees have the tools and information they 

need to shine.

 

Chapter 4:

Strenghts Based Leadership

“It is somewhat reminiscent of servant leadership, 

which is a fast growing management trend,” explains 

Lars Kure Juul. “Simply put, it is based on the idea 

that the manager asks, “What can I do for you, how 

can I help you succeed?” It has become more talked 

about during 2020, and even conservative manage-

ment consultancies talk about it now in their own 

way. It puts new demands on managers, and the way 

you talk to your employees. When you can’t see your 

employees all the time, then check in often.”

CONTINUOUS MONITORING 

Another way of checking in with the whole work-

force at once is setting up polls to gauge the level 

of happiness and engagement across the company. If 

the employees in one team consistently give better 

happiness scores, it would be a good idea to find out 

what their team leader is doing right and encourag-

ing others to follow his example.

“Simply 
put, it is 
based on 
the idea 
that the 
manager 
asks, ‘What 
can I do for 
you, how 
can I help 
you suc-
ceed?’”

Lars Kure Juul
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Chapter 5:

Compassion
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Compassion is simply the idea of caring about your employees and see-

ing them as individual persons with individual needs in order for them 

to be able to perform to their best. Studies show that employees instinc-

tively react better to a manager who seems like a warm and genuine per-

son, than to an authoritarian. Lars Kure Juul explains: “If you have the 

ability to be a warm person, if you can make that the first thing people 

notice about you, then that creates trust. Trust is the most important 

building block for psychological safety, and psychological safety is the 

key to high performance.”

 

BE PRESENT

So how do you go about coming across as a warm person? “When I’m 

training leaders, we focus on two steps: Pay attention and be present,” 

says Lars. “It’s not as easy as it sounds, but they are very important lead-

ership traits. If you can be present and pay attention for two minutes, 

you can move mountains.”

 

Chapter 5:

Compassion

And how does that work for remote 

employees? “If you can’t meet in 

person, a video call is the next best 

thing. If you’d asked me at the begin-

ning of 2020, I wouldn’t have been so 

sure about the video call.  But we’ve 

learned to use them because we’ve 

had to.”

 

“If you can be present 
and pay attention for 
two minutes, you can 
move mountains.”
Lars Kure Juul

There are lots of tips for running better video meetings available on the 

internet. But Lars recommends standing up, as it will make you more 

alert, and putting the video meeting in full screen, to avoid distractions. 
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PAY ATTENTION

Put a weekly agenda-less check-in in your calendar, and be ready to lis-

ten and to be honestly interested in finding out how the other person 

is doing. Especially for office workers it is important to remember that 

people have wildly different circumstances when they’re working from 

home, without the equality created by the office environment. Just think 

what a difference there is to working from home with small children, as 

opposed to working from home on your own.

 

Chapter 5:

Compassion

TRUST YOUR EMPLOYEES – AND YOURSELF

Most importantly, remember that this is about the employee and what 

you can do as a manager to help him or her. It’s a caring check-in, not an 

inspection. Or as Lars explains it: “To many managers, having their office 

workers sent home by the virus has felt like a massive loss of control. 

Before, they could see them at their desks from nine to five, so they 

knew they were getting their mon-

eys’ worth. They’ve lost that control 

now, and for some managers, that 

can turn very ugly. As a manager, 

you need to have faith in yourself 

and to trust that you have hired tal-

ented and reliable people. After all, 

that is why you are a good manager.” 

SHOW A LITTLE ‘LIKE’ 

Another way of showing interest in 

your employees is making sure to 

ask their opinion on the intranet, ei-

ther in the form of posts or setting 

up polls. Martin from Ziik also high-

“As a manager, you need 
to have faith in yourself 
and to trust that you 
have hired talented and 
reliable people. After 
all, that is why you are a 
good manager.”
Lars Kure Juul
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Chapter 5:

Compassion

lights the importance of the social aspects of the platform: “To many 

office workers working from home, the right intranet also becomes the 

digital living room where everyone can share news and stories. This also 

makes it easy for the boss to praise employees. Just use the ‘like’-but-

ton or drop a ‘Great work!’ in the comments. Being praised by the boss 

in front of everyone is a strong way to reinforce a positive attitude at 

work. And even a CEO can become a like-hunter in his own company!”
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Chapter 6:

The Business Case 
For Happiness
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THE NUMBERS SAY IT ALL

What is the business case for working to increase your organization-

al happiness and employee engagement? In his book, ‘Organizational 

Happiness’,  Lars Kure Juul sums up some of the findings from recent re-

search, and the numbers look good:

-    increased performance and productivity:  8–18%

-    higher customer satisfaction and loyalty:  2–10%

-    lower employee turnover:  6–73%

-    higher employee retention

-    lower number of sick leaves and less absenteeism:  7–37%

-    more innovation:  up to 300%

-    higher employee engagement:  4–23%

-    increased profit:  14–29%

-    fewer safety incidents:  23–59%

-    increased sales:  10–19%

-    reduced stress and burnout:  up to 400%

-    better quality:  fewer defects and errors, 6–27%

-    increased ability to drive change / adaptability to change

-    customer loyalty

-    ideas for reducing cost-base

Chapter 6:

The Business Case For Happiness
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CALCULATE YOUR OWN HAPPINESS ROI

Based on some of these findings, you can also try doing your own rough 

calculations. Please note, however, that the following is a very simplified 

model. Calculating your organization’s exact happiness ROI requires ex-

tensive analyses and is a process that can’t be standardized. But to get 

a rough idea and for inspirational purposes, try running your numbers 

through this very simple model:

Chapter 6:

The Business Case For Happiness

Other factors to consider, that might have more relevance for your or-

ganization, could be how much time you spend on training new employ-

ees every year? Or how much you’d save by reducing employee turnover 

by e.g. 50%. 
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Chapter 7:

Summing Up
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CHECK YOURSELF

Based on everything we’ve read so far we’d like to end this guide with 

presenting a checklist for managers of remote workforces. If you want 

to increase your organizational happiness and employee engagement, 

you’ll do well to remember this:

 

Chapter 7:

Summing Up

We recommend starting with setting up an information sharing platform 

like Ziik. Remember to use polls and ask questions to regularly gauge 

the level of happiness and engagement among your employees. You 

could also consider investing in continuous monitoring through special-

ized software like Motivational Landscape, which has been developed by 

Lars Kure Juul and can be found through Ziik’s partner library.

Check in - don’t 
control

Ask questions, 
set up polls

Different people 
have to be  treated 

differently

Be present and 
pay attention

Praise employees 
publicly

Enable two-way 
communication 

and remember to 
listen!

Be aware of
individual

circumstances

Trust your 
employees

Share everyday
success stories &
encourage others

to do the same
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Chapter 8:

Choosing The Right 
Tools For The Job
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHEN YOU’RE LOOKING

You already have the most valuable asset in place – your employees. But 

there are some essential digital tools you need to put in place to create 

a framework for connecting and engaging with your remote workforce. 

Here’s our top three:

1) A company communication and engagement platform

You will need a platform where you can easily share company updates 

and work information, and where your teams can communicate, interact, 

and collaborate in real time. This is also known as the social intranet. 

This will become the focal point for your internal communication and 

engagement with your workforce, wherever they work.

2) An online meeting room

Working from home or remotely, it is a must to meet with your collabora-

tors and teams online on a regular basis. Even casual one-to-one catch-

ups can take place in an online meeting room. Examples of some popular 

video meeting services are Zoom, Teams, GoTo Meeting and Whereby.

3) An online happiness survey tool to measure, monitor and follow-up.

Most organizations have KPIs for revenue, customer satisfaction and so 

on. Why not introduce organizational happiness as a KPI? You need solid 

stats to see where you stand when it comes to engagement and the or-

ganizational happiness of your remote workforce. That is the only way 

you can stay ahead of the curve and work proactively with your employ-

ee happiness. You can set up a classic poll,  like the one included in Ziik, 

or pick a specialized solution like Motivational Landscape, developed by 

Lars Kure Juul, that works straight out of the box.

Chapter 8:

Choosing The Right Tools For The Job
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...but your journey could start here

This guide has been written and produced by Ziik in collaboration with 

Lars Kure Juul. We hope you’ve found it both inspiring and actionable, 

and we wish you good luck going to work on your employee engagement 

and organizational happiness. If you are interested in exploring our ideas 

further, and want to find out how they could be applied in your company, 

why not start right here:

Ziik -  The all-in-one communication and information sharing platform

Reinventing the intranet, Ziik is the all-in-one internal communication 

and information sharing platform that gets work done. Intuitive and 

easy to use, Ziik drives engagement and collaboration wherever your 

teams go to work. Ziik integrates easily with your favourite solutions 

and works across all devices.

For more information and to sign up for a free 30-day trial,  please visit

ziik.io

Motivational Landscape -  The online happiness survey tool

Motivational Landscape is a platform that offers you a simple, effective 

and professional way to get regular data on employee engagement and 

Organizational Happiness through 10 questions that are closely linked 

to employee engagement. Motivational Landscape integrates seamless-

ly with Ziik, and is part of Ziik’s app library.

For more information and to sign up for a free trial,  please visit 

motivationallandscape.com

Thank you for your interest - and good luck!

YOU’VE REACHED THE END OF THE GUIDE...

http://ziik.io
http://motivationallandscape.com

